Speech watermarking strategies inevitably alter original signal content. Fidelity is adversely affected by increased perturbation while watermark robustness to attack is generally improved. Parameter-embedded watermarking is effected through slight perturbations of parametric models of some deeply integrated dynamics of the speech.: Within this jhmework, a specific algorithm is presented in which the fidelity-robustness tradeoff a n be objectively assessed and quantifiably adjusted according to specific measures. An overview of the general parameter-embedding strategy is followed by presentation of the featured algorithm, analysis of its properties, and ezperiments with speech data t o assess fidelity, robustness, and other performance properties.
INTRODUCTION
The motiyating application for this work is the creation of the National Gallery of the Spoken Word (NGSW), a Digital Libraries Initiative I1 project whose goal is the development of a on-line repository of spoken word collections. An introduction to the NGSW project is found in [l] , and further information is available at nww.ngsw.org. The research reported here is concerned with attempts to develop digital watermarking strategies to protect the copyrighted materials in the NGSW collection.
Digital watermarking has been the subject of intense research activity in recent years. Speech, the focus of the present'research, is^ not typical of music and other forms of audio for which watermarking strategies might be sought. For all its well-known variability, speech has relatiGely well-understood properties that have been intrica\ely modeled and quantified through decades of research. Further, the present application enjoys abundant computational and storage resources arising from the digital library application, and the ability to do off-line watermarking. These factors have made it possible to develop relatively complex watermarking strategies for the NGSW that require nontrivial computational effort, but which are exceptionally flexible, secure, and robust as a consequence.
Digital watermarking is the process of embedding data (the watermark) imperceptibly into a host signal (the coversignal) to create a stegosignal [Z] . The design of a watermarking strategy involves the balancing of two principal criteria. First, watermarks must be imperceptible to the listener (or viewer). Second, watermarks must be robust. That is, they must be able to survive attacks -those deliberately designed to destroy or remove them, as well as distortions inadvertently imposed upon the watermarks by specific technical processes (e.g., compression) or by systemic processes like channel noise or computational roundoff errors. The fidelity and robustness criteria are generally competing in the sense that greater robustness requires more watermark energy, more manipulation of the coversignal, etc., which, in turn, ultimately lead to noticeable distortion of the original content.
Although theoretical models (e.g., channel models) and simplifying assumptions (e.g., Gaussian distributions) have made it possible t o quantify figures of merit for certain watermarking approaches (e.g., [3, 4]), the ability to quantify and specify the fidelity-robustness tradeoff for watermarking algorithms has remained elusive. The present research has produced a fairly general signal-processing formulation for signal watermarking within which this tradeoff can be optimized. The first component of this strategy is the class of techniques called parameter-embedded watermarking. Parameterembedded watermarking is effected through slight perturbations of parametric models of some deeply integrated dynamics of the speech. A second component of the strategy is the deployment of innovative new methods for estimation of parametric models known as set-membership filtenng (SMF). SMF provides the 0-7803-8 1 04-1 /03/$17 .OO 02003 IEEE means to identify parametric watermarks that result in a rigorously quantified fidelity criterion. The third component of the strategy is also a consequence of the SMF approach. SMF results in a set-solution of watermark candidates, each element of which adheres to the fidelity requirement. The properties of this set solution make it possible to study the robustness potential of a given solution, or to develop multi-watermark strategies designed to maximize robustness against attacks. In an algorithm reported at ICSLP 2002 [6] , the autocorrelation values of the cover-signal were modified by the addition of an independent wa,termark vector.
The stegosignal was constructed using the correspondingly perturbed LP coefficients and the exact prediction residual, {E,}, using the FIR filter
Parametric watermarking was found to be fairly rcbust against a wide variety of attacks such as addition of noise, hfP3 compression, and jitter [6] . A main reason for good robustness is that the watermark signal is concentrated into a parametric representation during watermark embedding and recovery, while it is spread across the entire work otherwise. The following a s pects of the algorithm contribute to its security: speech frames to be watermarked can be selected randomly, and the LP model order can he different for each watermarked frame of the coversignal (model order also depends on the fidelity constraint). In addition, a copy of the coversignal is required for watermark recovery. Because the prediction residual associated with the coversignal is used for reconstructing the stegosignal, the autocorrelation values of the stegosignal are different from the modified autocorrelation values obtained derived from the perturbed L P coefficients and the prediction residual {&}. Hence watermark recovery is impossible without a copy of the coversignal.
SMF-Based Fidelity Criterion
As a step toward quantifying the relationships between the two competing performance measures and the watermarking strategy, the authors have posed a general problem framework in which parametric watermarks are sought, subject to an e, fidelity constraint [5]. In the present work, we generalize the fidelity constraint to allow for more "local" fidelity considerations in time a s the signal properties change. For the present paper, a simple instance of this general framework is adopted which is well-suited to the application of emerging settheoretic techniques.
The set-membership filtering (ShiF) concept, first published by Gollamudi et al. [7, 81, can be viewed as a reformulation of the broadly-researched class of algorithms concerned with set-membership identification (e.g. [9] ). The SMF problem is used to design systems that are afine-in-parameters (but not necessarily in the data), subject to a hound on the absolute error between a desired sequence and a linearly-filtered version of another sequence. The two sequences may be directly observed or they may be nonlinear combinations of other sequences considered to be the system inputs and outputs. Formally, the SMF problem is stated as follows: Given a sequence {zm E IRA' }:=, of observatiow, a "desiEd" sequence {zm E R}E=,, and a sequence ofer-TOT ''tolerances" {~,,,}~=,, find the the ezact feasibility set, p, c B M , offilters 0 E R", at time n,
The SMF problem is solved using a series of recursions which ultimately return an hyperellipsoidal membership set, say E, 3 P,, and the ellipsoid's center, say 0 , . The recursions execute an optimization strategy designed to tightly bound Pn by E, in some sense. Accordingly, the broad class of algorithms employed in the ShlF problem are often called the optimal bounding ellipsoid (OBE) algorithms. Results on the theory and application of OBE algorithms abound, and the reader is referred, for example, to the tutorial paper [9] . satisfy a fidelity criterion is readily solved &s an SXIF The construction of a watermark set guaranteed to.
problem. Subtracting yn from each side of (Z), then rearranging, yields In this section we analyze the effects of two principal modes of attack -additive noise and linear filteringon watermarks inserted by t,he reported algorithm. In each case, watermark characteristics that lead to the most robust watermark for t,he particular attack are ident,ified. The balancing of two principal watermarking requirements -fidelity and robustness.-and the role played by the.hyperellipsoida1 set in this trade-off, are illustrat.ed with examples.
The robustness property is dependent on the fidelity constraint, appropriate watermark selection from the ellipsoidal set, and watermark detection. In general, 'In previous work 151, we referred to an "L" fidelity constraint on the difference between the cover-and stegosignals. In that work yn was taken to be a constant, say .T, wherein the set in (5) may be written P N = In the present formulation in which 7" is allowed to vary with time, it is still true that m a x n E p y yn is the e, norm on the signal differences, but to refer to the constraint in these terms tends to obscure the "local" (in time) control over the fidelity that is afforded by this generalization.
greater robustness can be obtained by embedding more energet,ic watermarks, in turn affect,ing stegosignal fidelity. By default, the center of the hyperellipsoid can be used as the, generally suboptimal, watermark solution. In the present work, a conservative definition of watermark detection is employed. A watermark is considered detected only if every element of the watermark vector is above a t,hreshold.
Watermark Recovery from the Stegosignal
In the present application, the LP model is used as a device to parameterize long intervals of stationary or nonstationary speech without the intention of properly parameterizing any particular dynamics in the waveform. In either case -stationary or nonstationarythe LP parameters are derived according to the usual optimization criterion -to minimize the total energy in the residual. However, to understand the robustness aspects of the watermarks, it is necessary to consider st.ationary segments of the coversignal and the stegosignal. That is, segments of y,,, wnr and, hence, ijn, are assumed to be partial realizations of wise-sense stationary (WSS) and ergodic random processes.
Watermark recovery is effected t.hrough l e a k q u a r eerror (LSE) estimation of t,he perturbed parameters, In principle, t,he system of equat,ions consist,ing of (6) taken over n = 1,2,. . . , N is noise free and can be solved for H using any subset of A< equations. For generaliby, to smooth roundoff and other errors and to support further development,s, we p o x the problem as an attempt to compute t.he LSE linear estimator of the "desired" signal, d,, given observations 9,. The following normal equations are solved, i=l C y % = C y d .
(7)
in tyhich C , = cf, y,yz = YNY; and
Robustness to W h i t e Noise A t t a c k 1910
The watermarking strategy is extremely robust to whitenoise corruption of the st.egosignal. Let {on},=' be a partial realization of a zero mean, uncorrelated noise process which is added to the stegosignal samples {ijn},=l. 
Robustness to Correlated Noise Attack
Suppose that the stegosignal is distorted by the addition of a correlated noise process, { P , }~=~. The distorted stegosignal is denoted {Qg}t=l. As in the white noise case, the "desired" signal in t,he watermark recovery process is likewise corrupted. Instead of d,,, we have access to
Consequently, the cross-correlation vector in the normal equations is altered by the attack. Because of the correlation in the noise, however, Cydr no longer a p proaches cyd asymptotically. Depending on the relative magnitudes of t,he cross-correlation elements in % d 9 , the LSE estimation of the perturbed coefficients, and hence the watermark signal, may be affected. A solution to this problem is to whiten the noise prccess, in which case, the effect of noise will he similar to the white noise attack. Whitening entails the knowledge of noise correlation properties and these properties can he easily determined as this technique involves informed watermark detection. The estimation of the perturbed L P coefficients is the solution to (7) 
Robustness to Filtering Attacks
Let {d},,=, be the result of filtering the stegosignal.
At time n,
in which {hn} is the impulse response of the filter, * denotes linear convolution, and where we have defined the watermark signal w, = gn -yn. In the first analysis, it seems very reasonable to state that an ideal attack will result i n~g i zz yn. This indicates that the ideal attack filter wilt maximize (in some sense) the contribution of the first term in the sum. and minimize the second - similarly to any optimal filter design to remove noise.2 'On the other hand, (12) reveals that good watermark design requires that the watermark signal he as spectrally similar to the coversignal as possible, so that any attack on the watermark will also degrade the coversignal component thereby degrading fidelity. However, the analysis above can he confounded by lesseasily quantified factors. .For example, the watermark designer must be awaze of perceptual properties of speech that may allow some distortion of yn with, out loss of perceptual quality. Since any distortion of the watermark signal can potentially render it undetectable, this means that spectrally matching w, and yn is not sufficient. Rather, the watermark spectrum should match that of any obtainable that is percep tually indistinguishable from y,. Further, watermarks from diverse frequency hands can he embedded across speech segments to increase the recovery probability against filtering attacks.
EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
Correlated noise'attack. The coversignal consisted of 3 seconds of Thomas Edison's speech from the Vincent Voice Library (VVL) [l] , sampled at 44.1 kHz.
Each coversignal frame consisted of 3969 samples and a watermark was embedded in each of the 33 frames. A qth order LP model was used for watermarking and the fidelity constraint was set so that IV, -ynl < 0.251~~1 for each n. Correlated noise of various SNFk was added to the stegosignals. Figure 1 shows the watermark detection rates vs. SNR, with and without the use of a prewhitening filter. Improved performance i s observed when prewhitening is employed.
'Since the attacker does not have access to the watermark signal {tu"}, truly optimal design is not possible.
' "I The experiment involved the selection of two different sets of LP parameters from the ellipsoid. The power spectral density (PSD) spectra of the two watermark signals are shown in Fig. 2 . The f i s t watermark was embedded using the LP coefficients at the ellipsoid center. For the second watermark the LP vector from the ellipsoid boundary at the intersection of the longest axis was used. In both cases the attack involves filtering using a 4th Butterworth high pass filter, with cut-off frequency 100 Hz'. The watermark was not detectable when the center of ellipsoid was used for Watermarking, while it was detected in the latter case.
Since the highpass filter cut-off frequency was at 100 kHz, stegosignal fidelity vas not significantly affected, even though the watermark from ellipsoid center was destroyed. The PSD of watermark 2 has power spectrum similar to the PSD of the coversignal. Watermark 2 has more energetic low frequency components. with not much energy within the 0 to 100 Hz frequency range. Hence, watermark robustness can he improved by obtaining appropriate LP coefficients from the set.
CONCLUSIONS
A parametric speech algorithm with capability to objectively adjust the fidelity-robustness trade-off is presented. The fidelity criterion, which specifies the samplewise distortion on the stegosignal, fits well into the SMF paradigm. The resulting watermarks exhibit good robustness to additive white noise, and detection in colored noise can he improved by prewhitening. From the SMF solution set, an appropriate watermark for possible filter attacks can he embedded.
